
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

Escura’s International Legal Alliance TAGLaw Named “Elite” by Chambers & 

Partners for Tenth Year. 

Escuras’s international legal alliance, TAGLaw®, has again been recognized by Chambers & Partners 

as “Elite” for 2023—the highest ranking awarded to legal networks and alliances. This is the tenth time 

TAGLaw has received the distinguished “Elite” designation since Chambers & Partners began 

ranking legal networks and alliances in 2013. 

TAGLaw was also invited provide the introduction to this year’s rankings guide: “GLOBAL LAW FIRM 

NETWORKS: An Introduction to Global Market Leaders”. In the introduction, TAGLaw discusses the 

challenges faced by law firms in 2022 and the importance of belonging to a global alliance or 

network.  

 

"We are honored to be named an "Elite" international legal network/alliance for the tenth year and 

to contribute our thoughts to the annual introduction once again," said Richard Attisha, President & 

CEO of TAGLaw and TAG Alliances. "Over the years, Chambers & Partners has continually 

acknowledged the reputation of our global alliance and our individual member firms and their 

lawyers. Our consistent achievement of the highest ranking awarded to legal alliances is a 

testament to the caliber of our member firms, illustrated by their prominence in their local markets 

and ability to deliver outstanding client service." 

In selecting networks and alliances for their “Elite” status, Chambers & Partners pays particular 

attention to the quality of the member firms, their global reach, and the value that the alliance 

provides to its member firms. TAGLaw, with a global footprint in over 90 countries, has over 160 

leading firms providing legal services to companies ranging from the Fortune 5000 and leading SMEs 

to high-net-worth individuals. More than 100 of TAGLaw’s member firms have received individual 

rankings and award recognitions from Chambers & Partners. With expertise in dozens of practice 

areas and countless industry sectors, TAGLaw offers a substantial capability to its members’ clients. 

This capability is expanded by TAGLaw’s unique relationship with its sister alliances of accounting 

firms (TIAG®) and strategic partners (TAG-SP®), which together provide exceptional multidisciplinary 

service and a competitive advantage to businesses that cross geographical borders.  

 

About TAG Alliances® 

TAG Alliances is comprised of three divisions: TAGLaw®, TIAG® (The International Accounting Group), 

and TAG-SP®. TAGLaw is an international alliance of more than 160 independent law firms. TIAG is an 

international alliance of more than 115 independent accounting firms. TAG-SP is a complementary 

association of strategic business partners. Collectively, TAG Alliances members provide legal, 

accounting, financial and business support services on a worldwide scale. With approximately 17,000 

professionals in over 290 member firms, and more than 750 offices in over 105 countries, members of 

the TAG Alliances serve tens of thousands of clients from all industry and commercial sectors. TAG 

Alliances is consistently recognized as one of the Top 10 alliances of accounting and law firms in the 

world. Learn more at www.TAGAlliances.com. 
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